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Presidents Report
Another season is over and once again Ellerslie performed
well across the grades. Ellerslie ended up with four
championship teams and a number of teams coming second.
Well done to the Woman’s 1st grade team’ Senior A1, 4A
and U15B teams on winning their respective grades.
As you are aware Ellerslie and University combined to form a
Premier team and a Premier Reserve team to compete in the
revamped senior club competition. Overall the transition and
amalgamation went well and we produced better than
expected results with the Premier team making the top six
being a contender early on but for a few injuries and other
circumstances beyond our control could have seen them place
higher. The Premiers also made the one day minor final
coming second to Cornwall at Michaels Ave I would like to
thank Kris Baker for his leadership this year under somewhat
pressure to produce excellent results with a new team and
concept. A big thank you to Kevin Williams and Shoruban
Pasupati for their coaching, congratulations for the results the
team achieved this year and to the individual milestones the
team members achieved. We look forward to the team
kicking onto the next level, good luck for next season.
The Premier Reserve Team competed well and I would like to
thank the player/coach Keryn Carberry for an excellent
attitude and professional approach to his role both on and
off the field ensuring the transition to the combined teams
and new competition concept was implemented with little
disruption to both clubs.
I would like to on behalf of the club to thank our generous
club sponsors. Our club could not achieve anything like we do
without the fantastic support of our local community sponsors.
Thank you, we are forever grateful.
Anthony Bowler completed his second year as Club manager.
I and the committee thanks him for the effort he put in and
the results he achieved.
The committee was again a small but tireless and dedicated
group of people who worked extremely hard to provide the
opportunity for a large number of people to participate in
the game of cricket. A big thank you to Robert Harman
(chairman), Susan Corney, Jeff Scott, Andrew Hannan
(treasurer), Angela Hurst (Secretary and Vice-president) and
Jacinth Gutla (Club web site & Mr. Cricket). I’m not sure who

is returning next year but the club needs new committee
members to carry on the good work so please put your hand
up, your club needs you.
Thank you to all the coaches throughout the grades especially
those taking our junior teams. I know that as a small club we
sometimes find it hard to match some of the bigger clubs, but
I know that the skill level and team dynamics that develop
through teams having to knuckle down and work to get their
results will hold the younger players in good stead for their
future in cricket and for Ellerslie. So well done to the coaches
for the results you achieved and for the impact you have on
the club. We look forward to your return next year.
Thanks to the Captains and Managers of all club teams and
to the supporters and helpers who assist with scoring and
umpiring. The club appreciates and relies on your efforts, so
thank you.
Thank you to Shane Wilson for running the indoor cricket for
the younger players during the off season. I know the kids
have a lot of fun, so thanks. Shane’s award for Junior Club
personality was very much deserved.
Socially the club had a great prize giving and a great quiz
night. Once again a big thank you to Jason Trowill who
continues to amaze with the sport trivia questions he comes up
with. There was a bit of a downturn in the bar takings this
season, so hopefully we can convince you to support the club
by using the bar facilities next year.
The plans to build new clubrooms and the indoor nets are
advancing through the various consent stages and the club
has committed to supporting the proposal. The Council is
looking to re sow and install a new drainage system on the
main field in the near future. This will mean Ellerslie Cricket
will miss out on home games for two seasons and soccer one
season while the Council under take the revamp. The
committee will keep you updated on this proposal.
On a personal note I would like to thank you all for your
support during the season.
Mark Benefield
President
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University/Ellerslie Premier Reserve
Coached by Keryn Carberry
This season has been an up and down season in many ways.
With it being the first of the amalgamation there have been
many lessons learnt. On and off the field we were a happy
bunch and tried to play the game in the right spirit but in
many cases have been up against teams who prefer to play
the game in their own way.
This season will go down as a season of missed opportunities,
many times we got close but mostly finished up losing
narrowly. We finished up 9th of 12 teams in the competition,
as a team we were very disappointed with this result as we
were very competitive throughout both the one and two day
competitions.

During the season we had some very special contributions
from some of our players, firstly Warrick Hart hit two very
fantastic hundreds both in excess of 130 to win us games and
in the bowling both Matthew Scott and Matt Lindenburg
taking two five wicket bags during the two day competition.
I would like to say a big thank you to all the people who
helped us through the summer. Big thanks must go to Robert
Harman and Anthony Bowler who helped things run smoothly
for us during our campaign and to Mark Benefield for
keeping us on our toes.
Would like to wish everyone all the best for the winter
Carbo

Rear: Warrick Hart, Tharib Mohammed Ali, Nick Hawke, Thomas McLaughlin
Middle: Matthew Cowie, Dean Bartlett, Steven Venville
Front: Matthew Scott, Shane Dube, Keryn Carberry (Coach, Captain), Simon Wood, Matthew Lindenberg, Jacinth Gutla
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Senior A
Kindly Sponsored by Cock n Bull
Captained by Beau Dench
A few new faces, most of the old ones and an English
bloke. After a disappointing season last year this team
was placed in the new Senior A grade where they played
some great cricket. In the end winning the 2 day
championship and overall grade championship, a fine
achievement.

Carbo for making this necessity as easy as possible and giving
some of the boys the chance to play in the Reserve team. To all
those players that filled in on numerous occasions I thank you,
we as a team couldn’t have achieved what we did without you.
Another hurdle in the road was losing our wicket keeper and
captain for the last day against University.

Season highlights included Beau’s 3 century’s and a 90 all
in a row, Shivam’s 148 run feast against Eden Roskill at
Michaels Ave, the 2nd placing in the Premier club 6 a side
competition, the highest an Ellerslie team has ever been.
It’s also hard to forget the controversial hiding we inflicted
on University in the last round to seal the championship. An
event that has caused ‘The Pro’ to look into becoming a
Club Cricket Umpire.

I’d like to wish those that are leaving the club, Dhiran, Kasun E
and Crab, to pursue overseas travel the best of luck for the
future and we hope to see you back at Ellerslie upon your return
to New Zealand. Thanks to Tom Vickers for the entertainment
you provided, the runs you scored and bets you placed with me
on not bowling any full tosses. I hope that one day someone
from the team will be able to play for your team back home. I
hope to see everyone else back next year where we will look to
retain our title.

The season didn’t go without bumps, one of which was
struggling to find players on a regular basis as the
Premier Reserve team was always in need. Thanks to

Anthony Bowler

Rear: Jacinth Gutla, Mathew Scott, Dhiran Patel
Middle: Nathan Benefield, Ruskin Dantra, Daniel Charman, Tom Vickers
Front: Dan Verma, Shivam Chopra, Beau Dench (C), Anthony Bowler, Stephen Venville
Absent: Kasun Ekanayake, Bruce Gibb
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Senior C2
Kindly sponsored by Cock n Bull
I would like to thank all the Senior C2 boys for choosing
me as captain. It was quite obvious that you guys needed
a leader who could lalalala like Xena and shot gun like a
monkey. It was an awesome season, the best by far.
Winning all games (not counting the final because
technically they just got first innings) haha was great.
Thanks to all the great performances from a bunch of guys
who were great to play with. After a few crappy seasons
we were surprised to see ourselves at the top of the table
early on and through all our hard work (100% attendance
at trainings and never missing training) we continued to
beat sides week after week.
The attitude in the team this year was bloody great, we
had fun, took wickets, chased down any score that the
teams made, but most of all we had a bloody good time
doing it.
· Andrew Scott for taking 6 wickets in the first game and
then taking 6 weeks off and claiming it was your
appendix.
· Milan Yasaravic for standing with your pants down after
the final
· Dende Anupindi for only letting through 150 byes this
season and throwing away 2 centuries

· Rob Kidd for the armadillo and for dating my uni mate
· Rueben Hill for always wearing his thigh pad outside and
being the only batsman in form to not get a 50.
· Matty Kanagala for the awesome hang time bowling action
and for getting spanked for 40 in his only over of the season
and the bloody awesome catches off my bowling
· Joe Barnes for being in the form of his life
· Adam Lees for taking 200 balls to get to 48 to get bowled
through his legs
· Raghav Thatti for being the most annoying guy in the world
and for crashing into the Chrysler
· Tim Phua for standing on the captains glasses
· Elmo for batting in wicket keeping pads
· Robert Harman for playing when needed
It was unfortunate that the season ended the way it did but we
all played really well and I had an awesome time being
captain of such lovely looking lads. seriously, someone should
give us a Grammy!
Thanks for the season.
Sanjeev Karan
Captain

Rear: Sanjev Karan (C), Narasimha Raghavan Thatta, Nathan Benefield, Timothy Phua
Front: Maheedhar Kanagala, Andrew Scott, Dan Verma, Milan Jasarevic, Elmo Senanayake
Ansent: Reuben Hill, Rob Kidd, Aditya Anupindi, Joseph Barnes, Adam Lees, Joseph Ganner
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Ladies 1st Grade
Kindly Sponsored by Cock n Bull
Captained by Teresa Kerr
This season has seen one of our strongest teams in terms of
cricketing skills, to take the field. Four new players joined the
team (Liz, Amy, Kirstin and Barbara) as some took a rest for
the season, due to injuries that have never recovered
(Marlana), or new boyfriends (Katie). The veterans still
remained.
The start of the season was patchy, with two losses first up
which we are certainly not used to. It took a bit of
experimenting with the new look team we had in order to get
the batting and bowling mix just right. We learnt to come
together and trust everyone’s abilities. This was quickly
established, and we were on our way to some fantastic wins.

we were overjoyed. The champagne was popped as soon as
we left the field which kicked off the long night’s celebration.
Back at the club there were speeches, tears, dancing, and
more oddly push ups and aerobics at one stage.
Needless to say, there was a bit of money exchanged across
the bar during the season, a quality we pride ourselves on.
This was obviously a deciding factor in winning the club’s
‘Team Spirit’ award. We encourage and recommend more
teams to be as supportive of the club in this way. We can
guarantee you boys with a good time!

Although there were no centuries or six wicket bags to note
this season, all players made a consistent contribution. Our
team played as a team, not as individuals which made us far
stronger than any other side. Everything was always fair,
everyone always had a go, and everyone was always
happy to be a part of the team.
Batting has been something we have not been as strong in the
past, but was quite the opposite this season. The top and
middle order performed and lower order could always be
counted on to keep the run rate up when required. It was a
luxury being able to bat right to the end of the order
knowing that each player that went out there could be
counted on to do the job. Our top four batters achieved very
healthy averages - Ange 54, Liz 43, Sarah 41, and Maria
24.
Our bowling at times left a lot to be desired, with far too
many extras in some games, and even costing us a couple of
important wins. This put us under some unnecessary pressure
to make the final, but is something we all worked hard on to
improve.
The commitment in the field was always a strength and a
credit to our captain TK whose field positioning was always
spot on. It helped that these were always handy to refer to
on a piece of refill in her pocket on game day. At one stage
the master plan was even scanned and emailed to me at
work to peruse and comment as she could not wait to show
me her ideas before game day. This is the sort of thing that
makes her such a respected captain, as well as the ultimate
cricket geek.
All of this helped towards us making it to the final, in which
we were up against our nemesis South South East who had
beaten us in the final the year previous, and twice in the
season. They had also not lost a game. However we knew
that we were the stronger team all round, and that if all
elements came together we would walk away with the win
we all wanted. We won the toss (heads for Hurst) and put
them in to bat first knowing our batting had been strong all
season and we were confident in being able to chase any
total they set down.
We kept them to 189 on their home ground with a fast
outfield and small boundaries with tight and economical
bowling, and creating pressure on runs in the field. It was
tense, but there was also a quiet confidence. We got their
total with 8 wickets down in the 47th over. They were gutted,

A record breaking fine haul of just over $520 for the season
was a more superb effort in itself. Should you team want to
bump up your fineable offences, here are a few ideas to get
you started (all in increments of $2):
· If your wicketkeeper goes out on the field without their
pads on (Yes, our Sarah is somewhat special)
· If you have ‘sexy time’ the night before a game (thanks for
huge contribution to the kitty Donna)
· If you yell out ‘Well running!’ in support of your batters
(Emma’s great one liner which stuck for the rest of the
season. Spin off variations such as ‘Well catching’ and
‘Well fielding’ were adopted by all).
This covered the costs of a team breakfast before the final
(now a tradition), and a copious amount of beer, wine and
spirits purchased to kick off the last day of the season before
Prizegiving (made possible by a team decision to default the
waste of time ACA Twenty/20 competition). Cowboy hats
were the essential fashion item of the evening, and what an
evening it was! At 6am, 15 hours later, the second
celebration finally came to an end.
A few special mentions to note:
Congratulations on your marriage Maria to the lovely Chris
(our number one supporter and now Husband to many of us).
This was scheduled just after the New Year so she wouldn’t
miss a game of cricket. Bless her.
Thanks to Keith, who persevered with us this season through
our ups and downs, wins and losses. You taught all of us a lot
and more importantly told it like it was, which had us all
‘paddling in the same direction’. Nice one coach.
Thank you Bam for your awesome (anal) scorebook work!
Even when you knew you weren’t playing on some occasions,
ELLERSLIE CRICKET CLUB
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and even in thunder and lightening, you still turned up and
made that your role. Think mid wicket is your new one
though!
Scott Styris – Listening to your voice message over and over
again on Rachael’s phone (keep the flirting up here mate!)
bought smiles to our faces. Hopefully a training session with
the man himself will happen next season. What on earth are
we going to wear ladies?!
The most special mention must go to Susan McKegg –
affectionately known as ‘Mungbean’ or ‘Mongrel’. For 8
seasons she has made a fantastic contribution, but
unfortunately the call of retirement was far more appealing
than the bruising and sore muscles. She has always been the
one to lug the gear bag and scoreboard, from game to
game, season to season without a complaint. She also

always put the wickets out, has been a valuable bowler, safe
hands in the field, and has even been known to roll the pitch
on occasion! Suzie, thanks for everything, you have been a
star and will be greatly missed.
One of the things I am extremely proud of is the fact that, in
the 13 seasons I have played for the club, there has been not
one person who has left our team to play for another club. I
think this speaks volumes about all the ladies individually and
the team culture we have created.
Well done ladies on an all round fantastic season, on and off
the field. Not only are we all great friends, we are also
champion cricketers!
Angela Hurst
Vice Captain

Rear: Rachael O’Sullivan, Keith Enoka (Coach), Emma Dacre
Front: Sarah Guy, Teresa Kerr, Angela Hurst, Donna Hall, Maria Doody
Absent: Liz Stephens, Susan McKegg, Amy Neild
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One Day 4A
Kindly sponsored by Cock n Bull
What a magnificent season!!! Those words sum up one of the
best seasons if not the best season I have ever had with this
club. It was my privilege to Captain such a team of finely
tuned athletes. From start to finish I never doubted this team
ever to lose this Championship after completing the first half
of the season with only 1 loss and that was to our old foes
Grafton Beige Brigade.
Things were going to get better at least that’s what I thought
until the injuries and weekend away stories started
appearing. We ended up using at least 22 players all
season of which 16 turned up to play the Grand Final.

final. We had a nail-biting loss to Grafton where some fatbastard dropped a possible 6 wickets for Almane Farman
and 10-11 went on to get a 98 run partnership. We were
bowled out for 165 and needed to go back to the drawing
boards against the 2 cheating armies of India and Sri Lanka.
Two of the most controversial matches ever took place and
we came out on top in both, one of which could of ended up
in a blood-bath with a very heated match against AISC at
Michaels Ave.
So the final against the undefeated Beige Brigade on their
home soil – could we do it? Well we received some great
news 2 days before the game that the game had been
transferred to Glover Park near enough to be a home Final
for us. What a game or should I say what an innings. The
crowd was treated to one of the best solo innings they would
ever see when Morgan McCann hit an unbeaten 79 to win us
the game with 4 overs to spare. The Grafton team was rolled
for 180 thanks to an inspiring bowling spell by Captain J.T
Jason Trowill who took 3-31 claiming all 3 of Grafton’s best
batsmen. Needing 181 to win Ellerslie was 172 – 9 when
number 11 Judd Strom stepped to the wicket. Could the boys
nerves hold? They sure did and Judd survived to help Morgan
win us the game. WOW Champions of Auckland 4A! We did
it boys.
Highlights of the season were Davey Brown 117* and 6-23,
Morgan McCann 125 but who in this lifetime would ever
forget that 79* in the Grand Final by Morgan McCann it’s a
story I will tell my grandchildren.
The awards for the team went to: Player of the year – Mitch
Ferguson, Players Player – Davey Brown, Best and Fairest –
Almane Farman. Congratulations go to Davey Brown who
made nearly a clean sweep of the all One Day Grades
Trophies capturing the over all Mr Cricket and most runs for
One Day Grades – an awesome season Davey well done.
Overall a fantastic season from a great bunch of guys who
would of died for each other on the field. I was proud to be
their Captain.
My boys – Jason Trowill (Captain) Morgan McCann(vice
Captain), Davey Brown, Che Brown, Mitch Ferguson, Almane
Farman, Richard Keesing, Judd Strom, Ngamu Parata, Paul
Shearer, Harley Mathews, Darryl Raven, Adrian Biggs, Dean
Kallawk, Brad Gibson, Lochy Ferguson, Andrew Thomas, Ollie
Lucas and Russell HP.

Qualifying top of our Grade in the Round Robin series gave
us that all important hope of winning the whole competition
but Auckland Cricket decided to try something a little new to
increase our nerves by playing One VS Two in the 1st semi

Jason Trowill
Captain
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One Day 5B
Kindly Sponsored by Cock n Bull
A new season, a new captain and a new grade. Our
season got off to the best possible start with 2 wins from
our first 2 games. The team was jubilant and thought that
we could replicate our final’s appearance from the
previous season. However our next 2 games were losses
before we won our final game of 2006, leaving us sitting
in the top 4 heading into the second part of the season.
2007 started off okay with our first four games back
resulting in a rained off game, two wins and a loss.
Heading into our final 4 games we knew we needed at
least two wins to cement our top four place, however the
wheels literally fell off and we ended up not gaining a
point out of any of them. The bottom four playoffs

continued our bad run of form with two losses, before we
finished the season on a high with 2 wins.
Notable mentions to Mark Patterson (our point monkey)
who never shut up while on the field, Hayden Wadams
(opening bowler) who toiled hard but for not much reward,
Jason Ng for converting himself from a right hand opening
batsmen to a left arm first change bowler and to Andrew
Hannan who’s start to the season with the bat was poor
but his finish was outstanding.
Andrew Hannan
Captain
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U18 Premier
Kindly Sponsored by Cricket Express
Coached by Jayesh Patel and Wayne Kitcher
The under 18 premiers team gelled together pretty well
considering we didn’t have a coach that couldn’t be there all
the time. The boys supported each other and we all had a lot
of laughs. We didn’t have our fair share of wins, but at the
end we got an outright and first innings win. Two of our
players, Tinashe and Avijit got centuries and Campbell got a
6 wicket bag.
Our bowling attack was always strong. Leading the attack
were Shashank, Tinashe and Avantha, who bowled very well
through out the season. Our leading wicket taker Campbell
and Kailesh were always there to steady the ship and pick
up some wickets on the way. George, Lance and Kirushi were
always there to help out, by both getting wickets and great
fielding. Sam showed excellent wicket keeping skills with
catching and stumpings, even to our fast bowlers. Nick had a
great pair of hands, leading the catching department. Our
batting didn’t always prevail, but there were good 50’s
scored by Nick, Kirushi, Avijit, Avantha and Shashank. In the

batting Avijit steered the ship, with some help by Nick. Lance
also found his touch in the opening position. Tinashe and
Avantha showed great aggressiveness in their batting,
getting runs quickly. Kailesh and Shashank brought runs on
the board and Campbell, George, Sam and Kirushi did what
was needed at the end.
My thanks go to Jayesh Patel for training the boys and Vivek
Singh for umpiring nearly all the games and Simon Thompson
for helping with scoring and umpiring. I would also like to
thank all the boys that filled in when needed and Neil Bisman
for being there. Just to say that this year was a good year
with many laughs and our fair share of aruguements!!
I hope I see most of the boys back again next year.
Bhanu Patel
Manager

Rear: George Skelton, Neil Bisman, Sam Corney, Nick Boberg
Front: Kirushi Arunthavasothy, Lance Ng, Campbell Thompson, Shashank Kumar, Kailesh Patel
Absent: Avijit Singh, Tinashe Muchecheterwa, Avantha Hewavitharana, Wayne Kitcher (Coach)
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Under 18A
Kindly Sponsored by Curry Village
Coached by Anthony Bowler
The season for these guys was one of ups and downs. Some
weeks they had the full 11, while some weeks they only had
8 or 9 players. As a result of this the team was never stable
and didn’t settle down. Thanks to those players who went
recruiting so that towards the end of the season the team was
able to settle down and gain some consistency.
Finishing last and not having won a game after the round
robin stage we found us last on the table and in the bottom
four play offs. A result that was put down to lack of team
numbers each week and not playing as a team. We knew we
could win, we’d come close during the round robin but the
lack of fielders or that extra batter let us down. The play offs
saw us win the 3 games in the bottom four, the semi final and
the final of the bottom four. Winning 5 in a row, the result of
a settled team who played as a team, not as individuals.
A special mention to the Shanta family for running the team
on Saturday’s, especially to Freddie who umpired all games.
Freddie although this was a major learning curve for you the
effort you put in was much appreciated by myself and the
team. A special mention also to Nick Fong who stood up as

captain and lead by example. Nick’s captaincy and tactical
knowledge grew as the season progressed and towards the
end showed what a good all round captain he was, leading
his team to 5 straight wins.
Thanks to Ian for coming into the team after Christmas and
making a impact straight away with your aggressive batting
and great spin bowling. To Sasan for your ever lasting
enthusiasm and much improved batting. To Martyn for your
dedication each week, I know the team and myself really
appreciated it. To Gurpreet for you outstanding batting,
including your maiden hundred, congratulations. To the rest of
the team, thanks for the season and I hope to see you all
back next year.
Remember guys a group of individuals who play as a team
will always be more successful than a team of individuals.
Thanks once again to Freddie and Nick for the effort they
gave over the season.
Anthony Bowler

Rear: Khan Shanta, Martyn Pearson, Steven Karl
Front: Freddie Shanta (Manager), Gurpreet Sokhi, Sam Jolly, Anthony Bowler (Coach)
Absent: Nick Fong, Peter Manson, Delaan Ram, Varun Mallavarapu
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Under 15 Premier
Kindly Sponsored by Printek
Coached by Steve Mclean
Way back in early November 2006, it did not look too
promising – bowled out for 134, with Howick Pakuranga 56
without loss in reply. Within an hour it had all changed –
Howick Pakuranga held to 117 for 7 after 35 overs. Led by
some astute captaincy from Jono Barton, and some superb
bowling, this first success was followed by many others.
By season end, we had narrowly lost the one day final
(requiring a four off the last ball, Darko Petrovic was caught
on the boundary!), and finished a clear second in the two day
competition. The team always commanded respect from the
opposition with aggressive batting (overall strike rate 87 runs
per 100 balls), consistent fielding (60 catches and 7 run outs),
and accurate bowling (overall economy rate 3.4 runs per
over).
The success of this side was built on contributions by all team
members. In terms of batting, Marty Perry scored the most

runs (317), but no fewer than six batsmen averaged 20 or
more, with every individual contributing at some stage. With
regard to bowling, the undoubted star was Jasjeet Singh,
with 37 wickets, but no fewer than five other bowlers took 12
or more wickets. James McCarthy had a field day behind the
stumps, with 12 stumpings and 11 catches, keeping well to
both pace and spin bowlers. Every other fielder took catches
during the season, Jono Barton taking 11 in total.
Most important, the boys proved themselves to be a great
bunch on guys who got on well together, and provided many
wonderful moments to a dedicated group of parents. Thank
you to Rob McCarthy for your umpiring and moral support.
To our scorers Peter Emson, Ian Perry, Gay Barton, and
Frances McLean, thank you for your fantastic work. See you
all next season!
Steven McLean

Rear: Thomas McLean (Coach) Rohan Dawson, Jasjeet Singh
Front: Joshua Anthony, Jono Barton ©, Viggo Rasmussen, Darko Petrovic, Jagmeet Singh, James McCarthy
Absent: Marty Perry
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Under 15 ‘B’
Kindly Sponsored by AMA Travel
Coached by Andrew Peacock
This was a year of opportunities – and the boys took them
with both hands. It is fair to say that we ended up playing in
a grade that often made life in the middle easier than it
should have been. After Christmas, a new team joined our
grade and things toughened up just a little.
By the time the juggling of players had finished, we ended
up with a very balanced team indeed. Between Ryan,
Suveen and Mathew Peacock as openers, a strong middle
order of Adam, Jesh, Michael and Jared, we invariably
managed to get amongst the runs. Dominic did an excellent
job behind the stumps, ensuring that the edges that Matthew
Drumm, Blake, Adam, Jared and the rest of our bowlers got
were turned into wickets. We also had excellent all round
support from Jacob and Kenny.
So all in all, it was not surprising that we won most of our
games. The good thing was, we won the ones that mattered,
and after a wobble against Northcote-Grafton, we beat
them on the return match, and then won the final convincingly
against Howick Pakuranga.
Highlights of the year were centuries to Ryan and Mathew P,
a six wicket & 76 Run haul to Jared (who made a most
deserving Player of the Year). We also managed to set
some club records, with a top partnership, top strike rate, and

5 boys in the top 20 average & strike rate listings for the
entire senior club. Most important to me was that the boys
enjoyed themselves (sometimes with a little too much chatter)
and got along well together as a team.

Ryan did a great job of captaining the boys throughout the
season, even though his win/loss record on the toss was
marginal. Jane did a wonderful job with the scoring from
start to finish, and Cathy was a massive help as the team
manager, helping the coach out on many an occasion. Thanks
to Brian for coaching the team at the start of the season when
I was unavailable.
I do hope that the boys continue to play cricket, with many of
them going on to the top U15 grades, and the rest taking the
leap to U18 grades and games of greater intensity. They
will do well to keep cricket in their lives.
Andrew Peacock

Rear: Dominic Golics, Jared Taylor-Cullen, Adam Flathaug, Michael Doyle
Front: Ryan Wall, Kenneth Adihetty, Brian Beckford (Assistant Coach), Jacob White, Blake Beckford
Absent: Suveen Walgampola, Jeshua Taucher, Matthew Peacock, Andrew Peacock (Coach)
ELLERSLIE CRICKET CLUB
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Year 7A
Kindly sponsored by Franklin Plumbing
Coached by Anthony Bowler
With the inclusion of 3 Yr 6 players in the team this year, a
couple of new players and the remaining team from last year
this team was one that would perform during the season.
They did exactly that only losing 4 games throughout the
whole season, 2 of which they let slip through their grasp. As
a result this team finished 3rd on the table, a great
achievement.
Standout performances go to Dipesh Patel who scored over
350 runs for the season, including four 50s. Rakesh Patel who
also scored a couple of 50s and picked up 18 wickets with
excellent leg spin bowling. To Craig Steer who scored over
300 runs at an average of 30. To Aaron, Toby and Harrison
who were our Yr 6 players; you stepped up and all excelled
in your speciality area, improving loads as the season went

on. To the rest of the team, you all contributed at different
parts during the season making an impact on the result.
Thanks must go to Bhanu Patel who managed this team for
the third year in a row. To Cathy Beckford and Christine
Emery who scored week in and week out, a big thanks to
you. To Ian Delbridge and Kailesh Patel who umpired each
week, thanks. It must be said though that Kailesh loved giving
his own brother out with some very ‘dodgy decisions’.
Congratulations on the great season boys, you should all be
proud of your performance.
Anthony Bowler

Rear: Aaron Beckford, Rakesh Patel, Atul Acharya, Craig Steer, David Gutla
Middle: Toby Goodwin, Harrison Carroll, Ronash Jattan, Taneroa Emery
Front: Anthony Bowler (Coach), Shea Van Nes, Michael Delbridge, Dipesh Patel, Bhanu Patel (Manager)
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Year 6
Kindly Sponsored by Gaspex
Coached by Nigel Adams
It must have been something in the Christmas turkey. By the
December break in the middle of the 2006/ 2007 season I
had been coaching Ellerslie teams for the previous two years
and a half years. In the 2004/2005 and 2005/2006
seasons we had managed to win a total of only two matches
and with a single victory in the first part of the 2006/2007
season, it seemed this season was going to pan out like the
previous two. However we then went on a winning streak of 6
matches only losing the seventh and last match of the season
in the final over of the match. The boys suddenly seemed to
have gelled and were playing some really good cricket.
When batting we seemed to be getting two to three batters
who were regularly getting a significant number of runs,
bowlers were giving away far fewer extras and beginning to
take wickets, the ground fielding was looking very much
sharper and the sweet smell of victory did wonders for their
confidence.
George took the honours at the end of the year for our top
cricketer scoring a total of 180 runs at an average of 30 per
match and doing a great job behind the wickets taking some
impressive catches and saving lots of runs. Next season we
will be working to get George into the wicket keepers crouch
somewhat more often. Relying on his football skills he parried
most of the balls that kept low with his legs. Josh ran George
a very close second as our best cricket. Handicapped by a
broken arm in the middle of the season, he still was the

second highest wicket taker in the team and ran up a 150
runs and, with not losing his wicket at all for the last 7
matches, ending up with an average of 50. Dean was our top
bowler with 13 wickets bamboozling many batsmen with his
slow, flighted deliveries. Next season we will concentrate on
trying to get Dean to be a little more circumspect with his
batting and not to try to smash every ball to leg.
By the end of the season Ovin and Zac had become our first
choice opening bowlers with their accurate bowling making
them difficult to get away. It is now time for them to focus on
getting the ball to swing or get the ball to move off the seam.
Stephen and Nikhil always provided good bowling back up
to Ovin and Zac, both being able to whip the ball down the
pitch, as well as getting among the runs on a number of
occasions.
Liam continued to develop his leg spin. He also got in
amongst the runs and while fielding close to the batter took
the best catch of the season. For all three we will be
concentrating on getting more consistency in there
performances next season. Always enthusiastic, Michael’s
bowling came on by leaps and bounds over the season and
by the end was regularly taking wickets. In Anish’s first
season of cricket he had the daunting prospect of facing a
hard ball for the first time. Well done Anish.
[continued next page]

Rear: Allan Taylor (Sponsor), Nikhil Narayan, Stephen Jameson, Ovin Hewpathirana, Nigel Adams (Coach)
Middle: Vipisan Subramaniam, Michael Anderson, George Bonnici-Carter, Dean Schnell
Front: Joshua Adams, Zac Alete-Freeman, Liam Thomas, Kelvin Heka, Bhavya Patel
Absent: Tom Farrell, Anish Koirala
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Vipisan was another player whose bowling improved
dramatically through the season and we now need to focus
on his batting skills. Bhavya impressed with the bat and was
a great runner between the wickets. Tom was our backup
wicketkeeper and often helped bolster our middle order
batting. Kelvin gave a very solid all round performance
having some big performances with the bat and regularly
taking wickets through the season.

17
Thanks to all those parents and supporters that have been
there over the years, especially this year. Your help is always
valued and for that I thank you. Hope to see everyone back
next year.
Nigel Adams

ELLERSLIE CRICKET CLUB
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YEAR 5
Kindly Sponsored by LIVING FLAME
Coached by Shane Wilson
PLAYED 14 WON 6 LOST 6 DRAWN 2
This has been a year of contrasts and improvements for all
the boys in the team. It was the first season playing "BIG
BOYS" cricket, pads, hardball. At the start of the season
everyone was very tentative with the rules, new equipment
and more emphasis on the placement of the fielders. As the
season has progressed the confidence has improved
remarkably. All the players have shown that they have
listened and put into place the skills and abilities that will
carry them further in the game.
Some of these boys have come right through the grades with
me when I started coaching at the club, so it is going to be
sad moment when I finish this season. Jason, always did well
at his fielding, took some great catches, bowling was
consistent, batting improved towards the end of the season.
Jake, One of the biggest hitters in the team and a very good
fielder, with the highest amount of run outs, a good all round
cricketer. Jason Wilson -Salisbury , became one of our
wicket keepers and thrived in the job becoming very capable
and efficient. Joshua, joined late but became part of our
team quickly, his bowling improved but his batting was
crucial up the order. Adam, one of the better bowlers in the
team with his pace and could bowl spin as well. Aston, also
joined the team late, youngest of the team but showed he
could cope. His excellent bowling technique was unlucky not

to get him more wickets, a
player to watch out for.
Aditya, was most improved player for the season always
getting runs and contributing with the ball with bowling and
fielding. Satya, tried every game and gradually got better
with every game, bowling was a part of his game that really
came on in leaps and bounds. Nicholas, was the find of the
team with his captaincy and did improve remarkably with his
batting on the later games also a wicket keeper. Daiysun,
strong hitter also down the batting order when we needed
some stability, bowling was steady all season. Taylor, also
one of our wicket keepers in the team, gave his best always
and did find the bowling hard to handle sometimes. Daniel,
always tried hard, gave his best and towards the end of the
season proved to be an effective bowler.
As always there area few people that need to be thanked
because without their help I would not be able to do my
job.Mark and Liz Williams (managers), Jason Faamalepe
(scorer) ,Tatsio Franco, Bill Bush (umpires) and all the other
parents that continued to come to every practice and
Saturday game. Their support and encouragement was most
appreciated by myself and the team. I hope to see the boys
next season continuing to improve and enjoy the game.
All the Best to you all "PLAY HARD, PLAY FAIR"
Shane Wilson

Rear: Aditya Palle, Aston Avery, Daniel Franco, Adam Khan, Taylor Bush
Middle: Jason Wilson, Daiysun Ravindran, Nicholas Williams, Satya Mallela
Front: Shane Wilson (Coach), Jake Faamalepe, Jason Wilson-Salisbury, Jashua Torrens, Paul Jones (Sponsor)
ELLERSLIE CRICKET CLUB
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Year 5
Kindly Sponsored by Scarborough Brothers
Coached by Chris Anthony
A fairly successful season by the youngsters.
All the players contributed and always had a very positive
attitude. Their aim was to win each game and did try their
very best to achieve this. They worked very hard on their
fielding and this resulted in many outstanding catches and run
outs.
Every player showed good skills at some point through out
the season and should be proud of themselves for playing
well. Congratulations to Conrad for getting the Player of the
Year and shared Year 5 junior player of the year award,
Vixshay and Thomas for getting Players Player award and
Mathew for Most Improved Player award.

I would personally like to thank all those parents who helped
out during the season, especially Nicola Beuth for managing
the team, Tim for scoring, Jeff & Shaun for umpiring and to
all the others for supporting the boys.
All your help was very much appreciated and the team
couldn't have been a success without your help.
A big thanks to the Beuth family for organising the end of
season barbeque.
I wish you all the very best for next year.
Chris Anthony

Rear: Chris Anthony (Coach), Thomas Beuth, Aswal Nand, Andrew Marsh, Shaun Beuth (Manager)
Front: Vixshay Chandra, Matthew Chessum, Connor McConnville, Conrad Benefield, Frank Sutton,
Absent: Tharun Gaddam, Mitchell Houghton
Aaron Anthony
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Year 4
Kindly sponsored by Ellerslie YMCA
Coached by Rhys Taucher
PLAYED 15 WON 13 LOST 1 DRAWN 1

we demolished a team that we had only just beaten early in
the season… by only 1 run.

Thank you all for another superb season of cricket. This team
has continued to work on the basics of cricket and have shown
strengths in all areas of the game, particularly pleasing has
been the teamwork and team-spirit that has been shown by
all members.
We started off the season well and continued from week to
week to build our game, with individuals showing strengths in
different fields. We now have established opening batsmen,
opening bowlers, a spin attack, and great fielders who
maintain focus for the entirety of the game.
I challenged the team to bat first when they won the toss
setting a total and bowling to defend it, this meant we nearly
always fielded last- which most coaches avoid if possible –
and we came through with flying colours… twice we pulled
of stunning wins in the last few overs due to superb death
bowling and focussed fielding.
We have a great batting order with solid and consistent
performances, our focus was on playing off-side shots this
year to good balls, and all players got better and better at
this throughout the season. We also had some great hitting at
the end of our innings which always helped to boost the
score. Our season was summarised in our final game where

The fact that six of the team managed to win awards at the
prize-giving shows the all-round contribution that we were
lucky enough to be able to rely on. Special congratulations to
the prize winners and thanks to the rest of the team members
who were equally deserving.
I hope that you all enjoy the winter, and come back ready
and rested for a huge year next year…. Bring on the hard
ball. See you all then.
Rhys Taucher

Rear: Ranul Hewapitharana, Nikhil Ramu, Rhys Taucher (Coach), Haren Pathi, Haarnav Mehta
Front: Himo Salgado, Raevyn Ryan-Rapana, Sydney Garner, Kaleb George, Xavier Taucher
Absent: Sai Yarlagadda
ELLERSLIE CRICKET CLUB
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Year 4
Kindly Sponsored by Ellerslie Jewellers
Coached by Nigam Meta

Thank you all for a superb season of cricket. This team
started to work on the basics of cricket and have shown
strengths in all areas of the game, particularly pleasing has
been the teamwork and team-spirit that has been shown by
the team.

team members who tried very hard & played with a lot of
flair.

Our season was a mixed season starting with few big losses
but a few games at the end of the season which we lost by a
very low margin which shows that the team was getting to
gell together very well. We continued from week to week to
build our game, with individuals showing strengths in different
fields. We now have established pairs of batsmen, opening
bowlers and good fielders.

Nigam Mehta

I hope that you all enjoy the winter, and come back ready
and rested for a huge year next year.

We did bat first in a few games and bowled first in a few
games as well. The team started doing the basic things like
preserving their wickets & playing straight. Also they started
bowling straight & fielding well.
A special mention to Eshan Divanga as he bowled very fast &
very accurately in most of the games. I thank all of the other

Rear: Mathusan Satkunatheran, Zane Gupwell, Lee Juno, Joseph Hart
Front: Divanga Doluweera, Keegan Chessum, Nigam Mehta (Coach), Nina Wollaston, Molly Farrrell
Absent: Samuel Lythe, Dinesh Donikena
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Year 3
Kindly sponsored by Harris Rd Pharmacy
Coached by Robert Harman
This season was a big learning curve for the team, all of
whom were moving from nursery grade to Saturday morning
cricket for the first time. Needless to say, this move came with
its challenges – in particular playing Cornwall every week.
Throughout the season though, the team performed
admirably.
Although only winning one of our games, they were generally
well performed on and off the field and improved markedly
as the season progressed. Usually our innings were
strengthened by individual performances, but if all players
were to play at a similar level consistently, the team would
be very competitive. This was shown in the game that we did
win, which was by far our most complete team performance.
William, Swayaam and Nathan (in the second half of the
season) were our standout players, with William and Nathan
regularly hitting the ball deep over mid-wicket, and
Swayaam getting wickets with his pace bowling. It must be
mentioned that Swayaam got a hat trick this season, a rare
achievement for someone so young. Luke played consistently
and smartly throughout the season, and his technique was
unsurpassed within our team. Thomas was always enthusiastic
and improved steadily, as did Jacob and Kasper. Aiyaan,
Rishie and Dylan all showed potential at some stage during

the season, but this was hampered by their inability to play in
every game.

Thanks must go to my offsider Chris Waghorn and Diane, as
well as Matt Griffiths for scoring throughout the season. Also,
thanks to all the parents that came to support the team on
Saturdays, and me at training on Thursdays, especially the
Whiteside’s, Desai’s, Hjorth’s and Mrs Kennedy who were all
regular attendees, and a big thank you to our sponsor –
Harris Road Pharmacy – as well.
I hope this team isn’t put off cricket purely because of having
an unsuccessful year results wise. They have all shown great
cricketing attributes, and in time they will become excellent
players. I hope to see them all back next season.
Robert Harman

Rear: Rishie Kumar Malipay, Jacob Waghorn, Robert Harman (Coach), Swayam Desai, Thomas Griffiths
Front: Zac, Alete-Freeman, Mathan Kennedy, William Whiteside, Dylan Thuraisingham, Luke Hjorth,
Aiyam Absal
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Nursery Grade
For once we had a season where the weather did not impact
greatly on the number of days we had to play with; in fact
we did not miss one night. We had an increase in players for
nursery grade this year hitting over 50 registrations and the
drop off was minimal through the season.

behaviour and sportsmanship they display. Each game was
played in a strong competitive spirit and increased skill level
as the season progressed, to such an extent that some of the
straight drives that I saw would make any Black Cap proud
of. Well done Oram, Bond, Astle, Fleming and Vettori.

The club continues to undertake the ‘Milo’ programme to help
develop the children to a level where they can play the
game of cricket. The utilization of players from the senior
team on a Friday is a fantastic way of coaching skills into the
children which will serve them well into their cricket playing
days. Thank you to Nathan Benefield, Neil Bisman, Jacinth
Gutla, Stephen Venville, and Matt Cowie.

Thank you to all the parents that helped each night leading
the teams around, scoring, assisting keeping the batting side
occupied especially a big thanks to Mark Yovich who ran the
BBQ for the whole season. Without your support we could not
run the fantastic programme each week.

It is amazing to see the growth in the children as the season
progresses and the parents can take pride in the results
achieved by their children, not to mention pride in the

Finally good luck to all the players going up to year 3, we
look forward to seeing you next season
Mark Benefield

ELLERSLIE CRICKET CLUB
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Nursery Grade FLEMING

Rear: Dominic Hallett, Jacob Harris, Bradley Yovich, Saul Gallagher
Front: Manoj Viyakesparan, Geroge Hargood, Mark Benefield (Coach), Joshua White, Rahul Pausapati
Absent: Hetal Patel, Felix Poole, James Hari
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Nursery Grade BOND

Rear: Vincent Carroll, Mark Benefield (Coach), Joshua Davies
Front: Liam Smyth, Sam Keyte, Milan Caird
Absent: Sajith Dhambagoilla, Dilson Sathkunadeva, Hitali Patel
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Nursery Grade ASTLE

Rear: Jordan Woodward, Samuel Woodward, Mark Benefield (Coach), Jacob Carroll, Taine Wilson
Front: Ryan Milich, Brodie Jennings, Kelan Jeram-Patel, Sammy MaDonalt Everett, Jack Linton
Absent: Ashlee Jameson, Kaarthic Purushotaman
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Nursery Grade VETTORI

Rear: Jackson Garner, Mark Benefield (Coach), Aidan D’Souza
Front: Stefan Caird, Alexander Regan, Kai Xiaon Tan, Christian Regan, Jacob Yovich
Absent: Ben Martin

ELLERSLIE CRICKET CLUB
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Nursery Grade ORAM

Rear: Sam McDonald, Mark Benefield (Coach), Callum McDonald
Front: Jack Rillstone, Oliver Strang, Nicholas Carr, Tim Everitt, Connor Cullen
Absent: Edward Berg, Josh Purdon, Jamie Martin
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Senior Prizegiving
2006-2007 Season
Individual Awards
Youth Grades

Senior 1 day Grades

Senior 2 day Grades

Club Awards

Most Ducks

Nick Boberg

Most Catches

Jono Barton

Most Consistent

Kailesh Patel

Best Wicketkeeper

James McCarthy

Best Fielder

Jono Barton

Best Batsman

Marty Perry

Best Bowler

Jasjeet Singh

Most Improved

Gurpreet Sokhi

U15 POY

Jasjeet Singh

U18 POY

Kailesh Patel

Best and Fairest

James McCarthy

Mr Cricket

Jasjeet Singh

Most Catches

Morgan McCann

Most Wickets

Imran Syed

Best Bowling Average

Davey Brown

Most Runs

Davey Brown

Best Batting Average

Davey Brown

Most Ducks

Shiv Narayan

Most Improved

Andrew Hannan

Best Wicketkeeper

Jono Gooday

Mr Cricket

Davey Brown

Most Catches

Warrick Hart

Most Wickets

Travis Buckley

Best Bowling Average

Anthony Bowler

Most Runs

Beau Dench

Best Batting Average

Beau Dench

Most Ducks

Ruskin Dantra

Most Improved

Maheedara Kanagala

Best Wicketkeeper

Beau Dench

Mr Cricket

Shivam Chopra

Most Promising Woman

Amy Nield

Most Improved Senior A

Dhiran Patel

Sports Quiz Champs

Premier Team

Sportsmanship

Stephen Venville

Club Person of the Year

Bhanu Patel

Most 6's

Davey Brown - 18

Highest Score

Warrick Hart - 150

Team Trophy

Senior A

Most Promising Fast Bowler

Matthew Scott

Player of the Year

Josh Healey

Williams Award for Club Spirit

Women's 1st Grade

ELLERSLIE CRICKET CLUB
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Junior Prizegiving
2006/2007 Season
Individual Awards
McIntosh Trophy

Molly Farrell

Kumho Tyres Trophy

Kelvin Heka

Nursery POY

Sajith Dhambagolla

Year 3 POY

William Whiteside

Year 4 POY

Xavier Taucher

Year 5 POY

Jake Faamalepe and Conrad Benefield

Year 6 POY

George Bonnici-Carter

Most Promising 1st Year

Raven Ryan-Rapana

Best Morning Fielder

Xavier Taucher

Best Morning Batsman

Dipesh Patel

Best Morning Bowler

Rakesh Patel

Best Morning Allrounder

Craig Steer

Best Morning Wicketkeeper

Toby Goodwin

Junior Club Personality

Shane Wilson

Form 1 POY

Craig Steer

Form 2 POY

Dipesh Patel

Beauty Spot Trophy

Nina Wollaston

Coach of the Year

Anthony Bowler

6 a side winners

Ryan Wall
Dominic Golics
Taneroa Emery
George Bonni-Carter
Ovin Hewapathirana
Nick Williams
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Junior Prizegiving
2006/2007 Season Team Awards
Team Name
Nursery Astle
Nursery Bond
Nursery Fleming
Nursery Vettori
Nursery Oram
Y3 Harris Rd
Pharmacy
Y4 YMCA
Y4 Ellerslie Jewellers
Y5 Scarborough
Brothers
Y6 Gaspex
Y7 Franklin Plumbing

Player of the Year

William Whiteside
Divagna Doluweera
Nikhil Ramu
Conrad Benefield
Jake Faamalepe
Joshua Adams
Dipesh Patel

Players Player
Taine Wilson
Liam Smyth
Joshua White
Jordan Grant
Jack Rillstone
Swayaam Desai
Dinesh Donikena
Ranul Hewapathirana
Thomas Beuth and
Vixshay Chandra
Adam Khan
Dean Schnell
Craig Steer

Coaches Award

Luke Hjorth

Most Improved
Sammy
MacDonald'Everett
Milan Caird
Hetal Patel
Jackson Garner
Oliver Strang
Thomas Griffiths

Joseph Hart
Haarnav Mehta
Connar McConville

Nina Wollaston
Haren Pathi
Matthew Chessum

Nicholas Williams
Ovin Hewapathirana
Toby Goodwin

Aditya Palle
Bhavya Patel
Aaron Beckford
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Senior Prizegiving
2006/2007 Season Team Awards
Team Name

Player of the Year

Players Player

Best and Fairest

U15B AMA Travel

Jared Taylor-Cullen

Matthew Drum

Jeshua Taucher

U15 A Printek

Jasjeet Singh

Rohan Dawson

James McCarthy

U18 A Curry Village

Nick Fong

Gupreet Sokhi

Martyn Pearson

U18 Prem Cricket Express

Campbell Thompson

Kailesh Patel

Shashank Kumar

1D5B

Andrew Hannan

Hayden Wadams

Mark Patterson

1D4B

Obaid Ullah

G Ryan

Shiv Narayan

1D4A

Mitch Ferguson

Davey Brown

Almane Farman

1D2B

Sanjeevan Mohandas

DINESH

Nirmalan N'Rajah

1D1A

Gareth Cameron

Jono Gooday

Lee Murrey

Presidents

Neville Higgins

M Jegatheeson

Danny Heyes

Senior C2

Sanjeev Karan

Andrew Scott

Milan Jasarevic

Senior C1

MUKUNTH

Mathushankar Kariyawasam

Ajit Fernandos

Senior A

Beau Dench

Shivam Chopra

Daniel Charman

Women’s 1st Grade

Angela Hurst

Rachael O'Sullivan

Sarah Guy

University/Ellerslie Premier
Reserves

Matt Lindenberg (University)

Warrick Hart

Matthew Scott

University/Ellerslie Premier

James Cowell (University)

Travis Buckley

Kris Baker (MVP)
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SPONSORS
Ellerslie Cricket would like to thank their sponsors for their support
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